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Figure 1: Neural Point Characters (NPC) is an animatable point-based body model that improves fidelity and generality.
NPC can be learned from a single or multiple videos, generalizes well to novel poses and does not require a pre-built surface.
Back to front: driving motion, estimated point cloud, and neural character model. All faces are blurred for anonymity.

Abstract

High-fidelity human 3D models can now be learned di-
rectly from videos, typically by combining a template-based
surface model with neural representations. However, ob-
taining a template surface requires expensive multi-view
capture systems, laser scans, or strictly controlled condi-
tions. Previous methods avoid using a template but rely on
a costly or ill-posed mapping from observation to canon-
ical space. We propose a hybrid point-based represen-
tation for reconstructing animatable characters that does
not require an explicit surface model, while being gener-
alizable to novel poses. For a given video, our method
automatically produces an explicit set of 3D points repre-
senting approximate canonical geometry, and learns an ar-
ticulated deformation model that produces pose-dependent
point transformations. The points serve both as a scaffold
for high-frequency neural features and an anchor for effi-
ciently mapping between observation and canonical space.
We demonstrate on established benchmarks that our repre-
sentation overcomes limitations of prior work operating in
either canonical or in observation space. Moreover, our au-
tomatic point extraction approach enables learning models
of human and animal characters alike, matching the per-
formance of the methods using rigged surface templates
despite being more general. Project website: https:
//lemonatsu.github.io/npc/.

1. Introduction

It is now possible to reconstruct photo-realistic charac-
ters from monocular videos, but reaching high-fidelity re-
constructions still requires controlled conditions and dedi-
cated capture hardware that prevents large-scale use. While
static scenes can be reconstructed from multiple views
recorded with a single moving camera, capturing dynamic
human motion demands controlled studio conditions [2, 22,
23, 39], usually with a large number of synchronized cam-
eras. One way to tackle the monocular case is to exploit
the intuition that movement of the camera with respect to
a body part is roughly equivalent to moving a body part
with respect to the camera [43, 44]. However, the uncon-
strained setting remains difficult, as it requires establishing
correspondences across frames and through dynamic defor-
mation.

A prominent line of work follows the traditional ani-
mation pipeline—rigging a surface mesh to an underlying
skeleton and equipping the mesh either with a neural tex-
ture [2, 22] or learnable vertex features [16, 34, 35]. This
approach is very efficient, as the forward mapping using for-
ward kinematics provides a robust estimate of underlying
geometry in closed form, and it also allows for high-quality
reconstructions, as neural textures are capable of represent-
ing high-frequency details [22, 46]. However, it does re-
quire highly accurate 3D pose and body shape, which are
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typically obtained from expensive laser scans [50] or by of-
fline fitting personalized parametric body models to multi-
view captures [2, 55]. Moreover, most of the existing para-
metric models rely on linear blend skinning [18], which is
prone to artefacts. In this work, we aim at building an an-
imatable full-body model from a single monocular video,
without relying on a pre-defined template or complex cap-
ture systems.

Another line of work reduces the problem to building a
body model in canonical space, e.g., learning a neural radi-
ance field of the person in T-pose [14, 19, 50]. In practice,
this family of approaches requires finding the backward
mapping from the observation space to the canonical space,
which is either learned from high-fidelity scans [49], e.g.
by learning a deformation on top of rigid motion [31, 52],
or through root finding [19, 50]. These methods are typi-
cally limited in generalization, require high-quality training
data, and are computationally heavy at test time.

Our goal is to attain the generality of surface-free canon-
ical models and the speed of forward mappings without a
need for a pre-defined template that restricts applicability.
To this end, we rely on an implicit, surface-free body rep-
resentation that does not depend on a precise 3D pose nor
a rig [43, 44]. Namely, we use A-NeRF [44] alongside off-
the-shelf pose estimators [15] to get a reasonable 3D pose
estimate and DANBO [43] to learn an initial surface esti-
mate in the canonical space.

Given such an initial estimate, our method, Neural Point
Characters (NPC), reconstructs a high-quality neural char-
acter that can be animated with new poses and rendered
in novel views (Figure 1). The difficulty is that the ini-
tial shape is very approximate and noisy, and is insufficient
to model high-quality geometry. Central to NPC is thus a
novel point representation that is designed to improve noisy
shape estimates, and subsequently learns to represent fine
texture details and pose-dependent deformations. Keys are
our two main contributions: First, we propose to find corre-
spondences between the canonical and observation space by
inverting the forward mapping via nearest-neighbor lookup,
including the non-linear pose-dependent deformation field
modeled with a graph neural network (GNN). The surface
points serve as anchors for inferring the backward map-
ping of a query point to the neural field in canonical space
through an efficient amortized lookup. Our approach is
more efficient than root finding and more precise than mod-
els assuming piece-wise rigidity. Second, we propose to
use the non-linearly deformed points as a scaffold in obser-
vation space and represent high-frequency pose-dependent
details. Point features and neural fields in canonical space
are further combined with bone-relative geometry encod-
ings to encourage better generalization. We provide a com-
prehensive evaluation of our method, and demonstrate state-
of-the-art results on the established benchmarks in monoc-

ular and multi-view human reconstruction. We additionally
demonstrate versatility by reconstructing human and animal
characters alike.

2. Related Work
Neural rendering has recently emerged as a powerful
family of approaches for building controllable neural rep-
resentations of 3D scenes [26, 29, 45, 53].
Point-Based Representations. NPBG [1] uses a pre-
computed static point cloud to represent a rough scene ge-
ometry, and learns a set of neural descriptors attached to
each point, which are then rasterized at multiple resolutions
and further processed with a learnable rendering network.
ADOP [40] follows a similar strategy but additionally opti-
mizes camera parameters and point cloud locations, which
leads to better fidelity reconstructions. Pulsar [17] repre-
sents a scene as a collection of spheres, which have optimiz-
able locations and radius parameters and are then rendered
with a custom differentiable renderer and post-processed
with neural shading ConvNet. SMPLpix [37] and Point-
based human clothing [59] similarly utilize a 2D CNN to
in-paint the rasterized 2D point feature maps for render-
ing. Power of Points [24] learns an auto-decoder to predict
point displacements for modeling different garments and
dynamics. Concurrent work PointAvatar [61] represents fa-
cial avatars with deformable point clouds that grow progres-
sively to capture fine-grained details, and render with a dif-
ferential point rasterizer. Our method also builds upon a
point-based representation, but is equipped with an articu-
lated model and relies on volumetric rendering.
Neural Field Representations. Neural Radiance Fields
(NeRF) [29, 42] represent scenes implicitly, as a coordinate-
conditioned MLPs and enable high-fidelity novel-view syn-
thesis of static scenes. NeRF-like methods have also
been applied to dynamic scenes by adding a deformation
field [9, 21, 32, 38, 54]. Particularly relevant to our method
is Point-NeRF [56]. Point-NeRF uses point clouds obtained
from multi-view stereo as a geometry proxy, and models ap-
pearance on top with a locally-conditioned NeRF to achieve
faster learning and enables high-fidelity novel-view synthe-
sis on static scenes. Similarly, NPC uses point-based neural
fields, but uses pose-driven articulated skeleton model to
transform the point cloud to enable dynamic human mod-
eling, and dynamically decodes pose-dependent per-point
payload to account for pose-dependent deformations.
Neural Fields for Human Modeling. Recent work applies
NeRF to reconstruct dynamic human appearance [16, 27,
35, 38, 52] and learning animatable human models [19, 22,
30, 34, 43, 44, 50, 62] from video sequences. NeRF for a
static scene directly maps query point coordinates to opac-
ity and color values. The key challenge for an animatable
NeRF model is to map a per-frame 3D query to the canoni-
cal body model space.
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A common approach to tackle this challenge is to learn a
backward mapping that transports query points from ob-
servation space with the posed person to the canonical space
with the person in rest pose (e.g., T-pose) [7, 14, 22, 28,
34, 41, 47]. The rendering is then done by neural fields
defined in the canonical space. While learning backward
mapping allows for high-quality reconstructions of dynamic
human geometry and appearance, these methods typically
require 3D scans for training [7, 28, 41, 47], need a texture
map [22], or depend on a surface prior [14, 34]. Addition-
ally, the backward mapping is difficult to learn as it requires
solving many-to-one mapping [5, 19]. These approaches
are thus prone to artefacts when rendering unseen poses.

Alternatively, some existing methods rely on a forward
mapping that moves features in the canonical space to
the observation space. Earlier approaches anchor neural
features to SMPL vertices [16, 35] and deform the body
mesh to the observation space via linear blend skinning
(LBS) [18]. Per-vertex features are then diffused by a 3D
CNN around the posed mesh, and the neural field is defined
on top of the resulting voxel feature grid. These methods
are still limited by the quality of the underlying LBS model
and inability to capture non-linear deformations, which of-
ten results in blurry reconstructions.

An alternative backward mapping that was recently
popularized is to apply a differentiable root-finding algo-
rithm [19, 50] on learned forward mappings. TAVA [19] is
a template-free approach that performs iterative root-finding
to solve for a point in canonical space. ARAH [50] proposes
a joint root-finding method that finds ray intersection on the
NeRF body model initialized using a pre-trained hypernet-
work [11, 49] for rendering. Although TAVA and ARAH
are template-free and show state-of-the-art synthesis quality
on unseen poses, both methods are computationally heavy
at train and test time, and ARAH additionally requires a
surface prior which is built using 3D scans. Compared to
these approaches, NPC uses sparse point clouds to create
efficient forward mapping between a canonical and obser-
vation space, which provides better query feature localiza-
tion with lower computational cost, and does not rely on
pre-trained surface priors.

Conceptually related to our method are SLRF [62], Key-
pointNeRF [27], and AutoAvatar [3]. SLRF shares a similar
concept of leveraging surface points for anchoring separate
radiance fields to represent local appearances. In contrast,
NPC explicitly represents local structure using much denser
feature point clouds and enabling dense correspondence
across body poses without relying on pre-defined paramet-
ric meshes. KeypointNeRF uses sparse key points to tri-
angulate 2D pixel-aligned features extracted from multi-
view imagery for 3D face reconstructions. Unlike Key-
pointNeRF, NPC stores point features directly in 3D space,
captures pose-dependent deformation, and is drivable. Au-

toAvatar uses K-NN-based encodings for dynamic neural
body deformation fields, but does not model textures.

3. Method
NPC reconstructs a neural character that can be animated

from a single video {I1, · · · , IN} with N frames. Fig-
ure 2 provides an overview. The representation includes
neural fields [29] in canonical space with the character in
rest pose and a set of surface points {p1, · · · ,pP } that de-
form dynamically and map between canonical and obser-
vation space. In the following, we explain how we obtain
these representations and how we combine them to form the
geometry and appearance of the NPC.

3.1. Skeleton and Point Representation.

Pose and shape initialization. Each frame It of the in-
put video is processed with an off-the-shelf pose estima-
tor1 followed by refinement with A-NeRF [44] or if avail-
able, multi-view triangulation. The resulting pose θt =
{Rt,0, · · · ,Rt,J−1} ∈ RJ×3, the joint angle rotations of
a pre-defined skeleton with J joints, is then used as input
to train the existing neural body model DANBO [43]. This
body model is set to a T-pose, and the iso-surface of the un-
derlying implicit model is extracted with marching cubes.
Note that we train DANBO with a much-reduced number
of ray samples and small number (10k) of iterations, which
corresponds to ∼2.5% of the full training set; this process
runs under 30 mins on a single NVIDIA RTX 3080 GPU.
Part-wise point cloud sampling. We obtain the location
of the sparse surface points p by farthest point sampling
on the isosurface until we obtain 200 points {pi,j}200i=1 for
every body part j of the skeleton. We drop the part sub-
script for simplicity when the part assignment is irrelevant.
As demonstrated in Figure 2, the resulting point cloud is a
very coarse approximation of the underlying geometry. In
what follows, we describe our main contributions, which
allow learning high-quality details on top of this rough esti-
mate, without strict assumptions on a clean surface imposed
by existing model-based approaches, and with sharper de-
tails and better texture consistency compared to DANBO
and other surface-free models.
Canonical to observation space (forward mapping). The
extracted points pi ∈ R3 live in canonical space and are
fixed for the entire video. Deformations in frame t are mod-
elled by a learnable mapping pi,j to the posed observation
space,

po
i,j,t = LBS(θt,w,pi,j) +Rt,j(θt)∆pi,j(θt), (1)

comprising a linear blend skinning (LBS) [18] term to
model rigid deformations and a non-linear term ∆p(θt) that

1We follow recent template-free human NeRFs [19, 43] in using
SMPL-based pose estimators to acquire joint angle rotations, but other
pose estimators would work equivalently.
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Figure 2: Overview. NPC produces a volume rendering of a character with a NeRF Fψ locally conditioned on features
aggregated from a dynamically deformed point cloud. Given a raw video, we first estimate a canonical point cloud p with an
implicit body model (Section 3.1). GNN then deforms canonical points p conditioned on skeleton pose θ, and produces a set
of pose-dependent per-point features (Section 3.2, Section 3.3). Every 3D query point qo in the observation space aggregates
the features from k-nearest neighbors in the posed point cloud. The aggregated feature is passed into Fψ for the volume
rendering. Our model is supervised directly with input videos (Section 3.4).

Canonical space

Point position

Feature

Associate

(2)  Collect pose-dependent feature
and deform to observation space

(1) Each point maintains its per-
point feature, and collects
shared canonical feature

GNN-FiLM Bone-relative space

(3) Carry features to bone-relative
space, compute bone-relative feature

for queries nearby

Observation space

(4) Deliver all the features to
the query based on distance

(Eq (4))

Figure 3: Point feature encoding. Our core idea is to employ a point cloud p as an anchor to carry features from the
canonical to the observation space, forming an efficient mapping between the two. (1) Each p carries a learnable feature fp

and its position queries features fs from a canonical field. (2) The GNN adds pose-dependent features fθ and deformation
∆p. (3) The view direction and distance is added in bone-relative space. (4) The k-nearest neighbors of qo in {po

i }Ni are
used to establish forward and backward mapping from a query point to both posed and canonical points.

is learned relatively to the orientation Rt,j(θt) of the under-
lying skeleton.

Key to our approach is learning the pose-dependent de-
formation ∆pi,j(θt) and character-specific LBS weights
w that define the influence of every joint on every point.
This is distinct from prior work using template meshes with
artist-created LBS weights [22, 34, 35, 50]. We initialize
the learnable LBS weights for a point p to

w0 = {w1, · · · , wj} , where wj =
1√
dj(p)

, (2)

with dj(·) being the distance from point p to the bone j. In
the following, we drop the frame index t when irrelevant.

3.2. Neural Rendering with a Point Scaffold

An image Î of the character is created by volume render-
ing of an implicit radiance and signed-distance field (c, s)
as in [58]. The rendered image are used for optimizing NPC
as detailed in Section 3.4. Specific to our method is how
we combine various point features that are sparse to form
a continuous field f(qo). Given a body pose θ and a 3D
query point qo in the observation space, we predict the cor-
responding color c and signed distance s with a neural field

Fψ with learnable parameter ψ from f(qo), combined with
established frame codes f(t) [25, 35] and geometric fea-
tures g(qo),

(c, s) = Fψ(f(q
o), g(qo), f(t),w) . (3)

The individual features are introduced in the subsequent
section and supplemental document. We continue with the
sparse-to-continuous transformations and mapping between
observation and canonical spaces.
Point features to observation space (forward mapping).
Our per-point features encode the local appearance and
shape. They are associated with points pi, living in canon-
ical space. To map features from canonical to observation
space we first apply Eq. 1, yielding 3D locations po. To cre-
ate a continuous field, we query the K = 8 nearest neigh-
bors of qo and aggregate features fi with a Gaussian RBF
kernel,

f(qo) =
∑

i∈N (qo)

fiai, ai = exp

(
− (qo − po

i )
2

βi

)
,

(4)
where βj is a learnable scale parameter that determines
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the influence range of feature i among nearest neighbors
N (qo).
Observation to bone space (rigid backward mapping).
The kinematic chain of the skeleton in pose θ defines for
every joint j a rigid transformation Tj and its inverse,

qj = T−1
j (θ)qo, (5)

that maps from query qo in posed to joint-relative space. It
is efficient and widely used but neglects non-rigid motion.
Observation to canonical space (non-rigid backward).
Inverting the non-linear pose-dependent deformation is a
non-trivial task. Prior work tried to approximate it with an-
other network [30, 34, 47], but this requires conditioning on
the position in posed space and leads to poor generalization.
Another approach is iterative root finding [19, 50], which is
extremely slow, both at training and at inference time.

Instead, we exploit the fact that the forward mapping of
surface points via Eq. 1 lets us invert the function point-wise
by using points as the anchor. The forward mapping gives
a finite number of pairs (po,p) in observed and canoni-
cal space that correspond exactly. Moreover, the features
important for shape reconstruction live on the surface, and
so we found it sufficient to query the canonical space fea-
ture fs at the canonical positions of the nearest neighbors
N (qo). Intuitively, our surface points p serve as anchors to
carry the appearance information from the canonical space
to the point qo that resides in the observation space.
Efficient nearest neighbor lookup Our forward and back-
ward mappings both rely on nearest neighbor search, which
would be slow when performed naively over the entire point
cloud for each query. To make this approach feasible,
we apply divide and conquer by searching only within the
points associated with the three closest joints. Moreover,
because our points form a surface, we found i) that the near-
est neighbors to a query stays mostly unchanged in both ob-
servation and canonical space and ii) that the one nearest
neighbor defines the remaining K − 1. This makes it pos-
sible to tabulate for each canonical point its K − 1 nearest
neighbors. This reduces the runtime computation to finding
the one nearest neighbor in posed space and looking up the
remaining ones. Therefore, we can use a large number of
neighbors without runtime drawbacks. Note that we allow
the tabulated nearest neighbors to cross joint boundaries to
prevent seam artefacts.

3.3. Neural Features and Field Representations

With the mapping between different spaces established
through our point features, we now turn to the structure of
the neural features in each space and their optimization.
Point features. We associate each point i with a feature
vector fp to provide an explicit representation local to the
corresponding body region. It improves texture consis-
tency across poses and captures local high-frequency ap-

pearance and geometry. Feature vector fp and position pi
are both learned, initialized with respectively N (0, 0.1) and
the canonical point clouds from DANBO.
Pose-dependent point features. We use a pose-
conditioned GNN to predict both the per-point pose-
dependent feature fθ and deformation ∆p,

fθ,∆p = GNN-FiLM(p, θ) . (6)

The architecture is inspired by DANBO [43], and extended
with FiLM conditioning [36].
Canonical features. We represent fs using a per-part fac-
torized volume vj ∈ R12×3V [43]. To retrieve the feature
for a point p, we project and interpolate on the factorized
vector of each axis,

vj(p) = (vx[x(p)], vy[y(p)], vz[z(p)]) (7)

fs = MLPspatial (vj(p)) ∈ R3V , (8)

where v(·) [·] is the interpolated feature, and MLPspatial is
a 2-layer MLP combining features from all axis.
Bone-relative features. To provide the NeRF ability to rea-
son about the approximation made in the non-linear back-
ward mapping, we condition it on fd - the offset of the
query to each of the nearest neighbors, defined in the lo-
cal bone coordinates of the closest joint j. This distance is
computed in a learned feature space cj ∈ R16×3C ,

fdi = cj(R
−1
j po

i,j)− cj(R
−1
j qo

j ), (9)

with cj a per-part factorized feature volume, like v.
After the NN lookup, all of the introduced features are

associated with points pi (see Figure 3). Together, they
form the fi = (fpi , f

θ
i , f

s
i , f

d
i ) used in Eq. 4, which carries

both the shared and independent traits, as well as the flexi-
bility to adapt to deformation-induced appearance changes.
Additional commonly-used features and g(q) are explained
in the supplemental document.

3.4. Training

We train NPC with the photometric loss on ground truth
images I,

Lp =
∑

(u,v)∈I

|I(u, v, ψ)− Î(u, v)|. (10)

We employ L1 loss on real-world datasets for robustness
and L2 otherwise. To encourage the network to predict
proper level-set, we adopt the eikonal loss [10, 58]

Leik =
∑
p̃

(||∇s|| − 1)2 , (11)

where p̃ are sparse points randomly selected around the
posed surface points po. We regularize the output of the
deformation network with

L∆p = max(∆p− δ, 0)2, (12)
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Training view ARAH DANBO TAVA NPC (Ours) Ground truth

Figure 4: Novel view synthesis on Anim-NeRF Human3.6M [12, 13, 34] test split. Our point-based representation ensures
better feature consistency across training poses, and therefore synthesizes better details for novel views.

which penalizes the non-linear deformation when ∆p is
over the threshold δ = 0.04. A second loss discourages the
network from moving points away from their neighbors,

LN =
∑
po

∑
pi∈N (p)

(||po − p̂o
i || − ||p− p̂i||)2. (13)

We include a third loss to encourage the predicted signed
distance on the surface points to either be on or within the
body surface,

Ls =
∑
p̃

max(s, 0). (14)

To summarize, our full training objective is

L = Lp + λeikLeik + λ∆pL∆p + λNLN + λSLS , (15)

with λeik = 0.01, λ∆p = 1.0, λN = 10.0, and λS =
0.1. We train for 150k iterations, for 12 hours on a single
NVIDIA RTX 3080 GPU including the point initialization
process.

4. Experiments
We quantify the improvements our NPC brings over the

most recent surface-free approach TAVA [19], DANBO [43]
and A-NeRF [44], as well as most recent and established ap-
proaches that leverage template or scan-based prior, includ-
ing ARAH [50], Anim-NeRF [34] and NeuralBody [35].
Moreover, we conduct ablation studies to verify how our
proposed per-point encoding, pose-dependent feature, and
coordinate features help improve perceptual quality. The
supplemental video and document provide additional qual-
itative results and implementation details. The code will be
made available upon publication to facilitate human body
modeling research2.

2All data sourcing, modeling codes, and experiments were developed
at University of British Columbia. Meta did not obtain the data/codes or
conduct any experiments in this work.

Metrics. We adopt standard image metrics, including pixel-
wise PSNR and SSIM [51], as well as perceptual met-
rics LPIPS [60] and KID [4, 33] that better quantify the
improvement on texture details under slight misalignment
that is unavoidable when driving detailed characters with
only sparse pose. All scores are on the holdout testing set.
Specifically, we evaluate the performance for novel-view
synthesis on multi-view datasets by rendering seen poses
from unseen testing views and novel-pose synthesis to syn-
thesize appearances of body poses unseen during training.
Datasets. We evaluate NPC on the established benchmarks
for body modeling, including both indoor, outdoor, monoc-
ular video capture, and synthetic animal datasets.

• Human3.6M [12, 13]: we use the protocol from Anim-
NeRF [34], evaluating on a total of 7 subjects using the
foreground maps provided by the authors.

• MonoPerfCap [57]: the dataset consists of multiple
monocular outdoor footages. We use the same 2 sub-
jects as in [44]. The training poses and cameras are
SPIN estimates [15] refined by A-NeRF.

We additionally evaluate NPC on one subject with loose
clothing from ZJU-Mocap [8, 35], and use challenging
motion sequences, including dancing and gymnastic from
poses AIST++ [20] and SURREAL+CMU-Mocap [6, 48]
dataset, for animating our learned characters. Finally, we
use the synthetic wolf dataset from TAVA [19] as a proof-of-
concept on how we can apply NPC to non-human subjects
similar to other template-free methods [19, 30, 43].

4.1. Novel View Synthesis

Our point-based representation anchors high-frequency
local details that are shared across all training views, en-
abling improved visual details even when rendering from a
novel view not presented in the training data. Compared
to ARAH [50] using implicit-surface prior [49] and root-
finding for canonical mapping, NPC synthesizes sharper
results despite using only noisy surface points extracted
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NeuralBody ARAH DANBO TAVA NPC (Ours) Ground truth

Figure 5: Unseen pose synthesis on Anim-NeRF Human3.6M [12, 13, 34] test split. Our NPC shows better appearance
consistency on unseen poses, with improved articulation, sharper textures, and fine details like motion trackers and stripes.

Table 1: Novel-view synthesis comparisons on Anim-NeRF Human3.6M [12, 13, 34] test split. Our NPC benefits from
the point-based representation, and achieves better overall perceptual quality.

S1 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S11 Avg

PSNR↑SSIM↑LPIPS↓ PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR↑SSIM↑LPIPS↓ PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS
Template/Scan-based prior
NeuralBody 22.88 0.897 0.139 24.61 0.917 0.128 22.83 0.888 0.155 23.17 0.915 0.132 21.72 0.894 0.151 24.29 0.911 0.122 23.70 0.896 0.168 23.36 0.905 0.140
Anim-NeRF 22.74 0.896 0.151 23.40 0.895 0.159 22.85 0.871 0.187 21.97 0.891 0.161 22.82 0.900 0.146 24.86 0.911 0.145 24.76 0.907 0.161 23.34 0.897 0.157
ARAH† 24.53 0.921 0.103 24.67 0.921 0.115 24.37 0.904 0.133 24.41 0.922 0.115 24.15 0.924 0.104 25.43 0.924 0.112 24.76 0.918 0.128 24.63 0.920 0.115

Template-free
A-NeRF 23.93 0.912 0.118 24.67 0.919 0.114 23.78 0.887 0.147 24.40 0.917 0.125 22.70 0.907 0.130 25.58 0.916 0.126 24.38 0.905 0.152 24.26 0.911 0.129
DANBO 23.95 0.916 0.108 24.86 0.924 0.108 24.54 0.903 0.129 24.45 0.920 0.113 23.36 0.917 0.116 26.15 0.925 0.108 25.58 0.917 0.127 24.73 0.918 0.115
TAVA 25.28 0.928 0.108 24.00 0.916 0.122 23.44 0.894 0.138 24.25 0.916 0.130 23.71 0.921 0.116 26.20 0.923 0.119 26.17 0.928 0.133 24.72 0.919 0.124

NPC (Ours) 24.81 0.922 0.097 24.92 0.926 0.100 24.89 0.909 0.118 24.87 0.924 0.105 24.03 0.923 0.104 26.39 0.930 0.095 25.86 0.925 0.117 25.13 0.924 0.104
†: we evaluate using the officially released ARAH, which has undergone refactorization, resulting in slightly different numbers to the ones in [50].

without supervision. Figure 4 shows that we recover bet-
ter appearance details such as markers and shoelaces. We
observe that TAVA, although using root-finding like ARAH
for mapping, suffers more blurry artifacts. We conjecture
that the root-finding algorithm requires good initialization
for video sequences with complex motion. Table 1 quan-
tifies the improvement over the recent template-free and
template/scan-based neural body fields.

4.2. Unseen Pose and Animating NPC

Unseen pose synthesis requires the method to maintain
consistent appearances in out-of-distribution pose config-
urations. Our NPC shows overall more fine-grained and
consistent renderings as shown in Figure 5. Compared
to Neural Body [35], which anchors the body representa-
tion on template body mesh and diffuses the feature us-
ing 3D CNN, our NPC produces crispier details like mo-
tion capture body trackers and wrinkles, and maintains bet-
ter texture consistency like the clearer stripes. We attribute

this to our point-based feature encoding and explicit non-
deformation on surface points that, in combination, enable
better localization of the body features. Table 2 and Ta-
ble 3 verify the consistent improvement of our NPC on
the perceptual quality on not just multi-view dataset Hu-
man3.6M [12, 13], but also outdoor monocular video se-
quences MonoPerfCap [57]. Note that we omit PSNR and
SSIM for Table 3 as these metrics are susceptible to the
varying lighting conditions in outdoor sequences.

We further animate the learned NPC models with motion
sequences from out-of-distribution body poses in Figure 6,
to showcase how we can potentially apply our point-based
characters for animation. Note that we cannot quantify the
performance for these examples as there are no ground truth
images available for evaluation.
Geometry Comparisons. NPC reconstructs detailed 3D
geometry even from monocular video and generalizes de-
formations well to unseen poses, with an overall more com-
plete body outline, as visualized in Figure 7. Different to
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Table 2: Unseen pose rendering comparisons on Anim-NeRF Human3.6M [12, 13, 34] test split.The efficient canonical
feature mapping carried out by our point-based approach enables better generalization in unseen poses.

S1 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S11 Avg

PSNR↑SSIM↑LPIPS↓ PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR↑SSIM↑LPIPS↓ PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS
Template/Scan-based prior
NeuralBody 22.10 0.878 0.143 23.52 0.897 0.144 23.42 0.892 0.146 22.59 0.893 0.163 20.94 0.876 0.172 23.05 0.885 0.150 23.72 0.884 0.179 22.81 0.888 0.157
Anim-NeRF 21.37 0.868 0.167 22.29 0.875 0.171 22.59 0.884 0.159 22.22 0.878 0.183 21.78 0.882 0.162 23.73 0.886 0.157 23.92 0.889 0.176 22.61 0.881 0.170
ARAH† 23.18 0.903 0.116 22.91 0.894 0.133 23.91 0.901 0.125 22.72 0.896 0.143 22.50 0.899 0.128 24.15 0.896 0.135 23.93 0.899 0.143 23.27 0.897 0.134

Template-free
A-NeRF 22.67 0.883 0.159 22.96 0.888 0.155 22.77 0.869 0.170 22.80 0.880 0.182 21.95 0.886 0.170 24.16 0.889 0.164 23.40 0.880 0.190 23.02 0.883 0.171
DANBO 23.03 0.895 0.121 23.66 0.903 0.124 24.57 0.906 0.118 23.08 0.897 0.139 22.60 0.904 0.132 24.79 0.904 0.130 24.57 0.901 0.146 23.74 0.901 0.131
TAVA 23.83 0.908 0.120 22.89 0.898 0.135 24.54 0.906 0.122 22.33 0.882 0.163 22.50 0.906 0.130 24.80 0.901 0.138 25.22 0.913 0.145 23.52 0.899 0.141

NPC (Ours) 23.39 0.901 0.109 23.63 0.906 0.113 24.59 0.911 0.105 23.46 0.903 0.129 22.87 0.907 0.121 24.86 0.907 0.115 25.13 0.911 0.130 23.96 0.906 0.119
†: we evaluate using the officially released ARAH, which has undergone refactorization, resulting in slightly different numbers to the ones in [50].

Table 3: Unseen pose synthesis on MonoPerfCap [57].
NPC shows better overall perceptual quality over DANBO
on learning generalized model from monocular videos.

ND WP Avg

KIDx100 ↓ LPIPS ↓ KIDx100 ↓ LPIPS ↓ KIDx100 ↓ LPIPS ↓

A-NeRF 4.97 0.197 6.53 0.223 5.75 0.208
DANBO 4.83 0.194 4.66 0.214 4.74 0.202

NPC (Ours) 2.57 0.198 3.56 0.207 3.07 0.202

Training

example

Reference
pose

DANBO NPC (Ours)

Figure 6: Motion retargeting from out-of-distribution
poses on various subjects. NPC retains better appearance
consistency and texture detail.

DANBO and other implicit methods, our point scaffold pro-
vides correspondences across frames and is therefore appli-
cable to dense 3D pose estimation. Finally, we show that
NPC can recover imperfect geometry, such as correcting the
missing foot and trouser shape in Figure 8.

4.3. NPC Deformation on Loose Clothing

To provide a further comparison on pose-dependent de-
formation, we tested on subject 387 of ZJU-Mocap [8, 35],
which includes loose clothing and long-range deformation
dependency. We report the results in Table 4 following
the established protocols from [35]. NPC match or out-

GT DANBO NPC(Ours) GT DANBO NPC (Ours)

Figure 7: Body geometry in unseen poses. NPC matches
the shape quality of DANBO.

Reference Initial points NPC optimized

Figure 8: NPC recovers fine-grained geometry from the
noisy initialization obtained by [43].

Table 4: ZJU-Mocap [35] subject 387 novel view and
pose synthesis. NPC achieves improved FID and KID.

ARAH NPC (Ours)

PSNR LPIPS FID KID×100 PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ KID×100 ↓

Novel view 25.83 0.096 38.2 1.17 25.10 0.093 36.1 0.94
Novel pose 22.93 0.127 51.4 2.74 21.88 0.134 49.2 2.59

perform ARAH [50] in perceptual metrics (LPIPS, KID,
FID) on novel-view and KID & FID on novel-pose, de-
spite ARAH using a prior pre-trained on a large-scale scan
dataset [49]. A closer analysis (see Figure 9) reveals that
texture details are improved, while pose-dependent wrinkle
details are comparable if not better. ARAH yields overly
smooth while NPC produces slightly grainy results, leading
to a lower PSNR but improved FID and KID.
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Training example ARAH NPC (Ours)

Figure 9: Novel view synthesis results on ZJU-Mocap
subject 387. Compared to ARAH, NPC captures sharper
but slightly grainy results.

Ground truth Initial points NPC

Figure 10: NPC can be used for learning non-human sub-
jects as it does not require a pre-trained surface prior.

4.4. NPC on Animal

We verify the applicability of NPC on entities where no
pretrained surface prior available on the TAVA wolf cub
subject [19]. We lightly train NPC for 10k iterations, and
present an out-of-distribution pose rendering in Figure 10.

4.5. Ablation Study

We use Human3.6M S9 to conduct our ablation study. In
Table 5, we show that all our proposed features contribute to
the final perceptual quality. Without fθ, the rendering out-
comes become noisy. Without fp, the model produces in-
consistent and blurry texture. Disabling ∆p results in lower
perceptual quality for poses with more extreme deforma-
tion, as the nearest neighbor mapping becomes inaccurate
in this case. In Table 6, we observe that NPC is insensitive
to the number of points, and using more than 200 points (our
default value) yields diminished returns. We further verify
that NPC learns character models with consistent quality
by running our training framework 4 times, including re-
training DANBO from scratch for canonical point clouds
initialization. As reported in Table 7, we observe low vari-
ation in the performance across different runs on both Hu-
man3.6M S9 and MonoPerfCap weipeng.

5. Limitations and Discussion
Although NPC improves runtime over most existing im-

plicit neural body models, it still utilizes neural fields en-

Table 5: Ablation study on each of our proposed designs.
All of them contribute to the final perceptual quality.

KIDx100 ↓ LPIPS ↓

No fd 5.54 0.122
No fp 4.51 0.122
No fθ 4.50 0.120
No ∆p 4.61 0.120
NPC (Ours) 4.43 0.115

Table 6: Ablation study on the numbers of points per
body parts. NPC shows consistent results with different
numbers of points on Human 3.6M [12].

40×19 120×19 200×19 280×19 360×19

PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓

24.83 0.123 24.88 0.117 24.86 0.115 24.87 0.114 24.84 0.117

Table 7: Ablation study on running with 4 different
canonical point clouds initializations. We report the stan-
dard deviations in the parenthesis. The indicates that our
point initialization strategy is reliable, and NPC behaves
consistently across different training runs.

S9 WP

KIDx100 ↓ LPIPS (VGG) ↓ LPIPS (Alex) ↓ KIDx100 ↓ LPIPS (VGG) ↓ LPIPS (Alex) ↓

4.34 (± 0.12) 0.116 (± 0.000) 0.124 (± 0.000) 3.75 (± 0.29) 0.207 (± 0.001) 0.127 (± 0.001)

coded by moderately large networks, which precludes real-
time applications. Our approach sometimes produces small-
scale ball-shaped artifacts when the sparse points cannot
fully cover the body surfaces. This can potentially be re-
solved via point-growing as proposed in Point-NeRF [56].
See the supplementary document for details. Finally, NPC
learns a person-specific model with detailed appearance
from raw video sequences, providing a more accessible way
for the public to create 3D characters. On the downside, it
could be exploited for DeepFakes, causing ethical concerns
when used with malicious intent.

6. Conclusion
NPC demonstrated that detailed character models can be

learned without having access to laser scanning technology
or making restrictive assumptions on an underlying tem-
plate model. As it is fully automatic, it makes digital full-
body avatars available to a larger audience, including mi-
norities that are not well-represented in existing datasets.
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